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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to the study of the large time behavior of solutions 
of the following convection-diffusion equation 
z4,-Au=a~V((u14-‘U) in (0, CC ) x R” (1.1) 
u(O) = u. E L’(R”‘). (1.2) 
Integrating Eq. (1.1) over all of RN we obtain (at least formally; this will 
be made precise below) that the total mass of solutions is conserved for all 
time, i.e., 
s u( t, x) d.y = I uo( x) d,u, vt 2 0. R.V R,b (1.3) 
Therefore, the total mass of solutions should play a crucial role when 
describing their large time behavior. 
On the other hand, multiplying (1.1) by any positive power of u and 
integrating by parts we obtain the following decay estimate (see Proposi- 
tion 1 below): 
VrE [I, co), 3C,>O: t’N’2”‘p ‘+’ Iju(t, .)I[,< C,, Qt > 0. (1.4) 
(In (1.4) and in all that follows 11. (lr denotes the norm in L’(RN)). At this 
level the very particular form of the nonlinearity in (1.1) is crucial. Indeed, 
the integral of the right hand side of (1.1) multiplied by any power of u is 
zero by Green’s formula. Therefore, for (1.1) we obtain the same decay 
estimates (1.4) as for the linear heat equation. Let us mention that 
estimates (1.4) were proved by M. E. Schonbek [26,27] for more smooth 
initial data by using Fourier transform and a suitable decomposition of the 
frequency domain, 
The estimate (1.4) suggests that the natural question to study is the large 
time behavior of 
fv’- ‘~r)!ZU(I, ,y) (1.5) 
in L’(RN). 
The answer to this problem is by now well known in several cases. 
Let us consider first the linear heat equation with a = 0, i.e., 
u,-Au=0 in (0, co)xR”“. (1.6) 
The solution of (1.6), (1.2) is given by 
u(t, .) = G(t, .) * uo, (1.7) 
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where G = G( t, x) is the heat kernel 
G( t, s) = (47~.-" * exp( - I.u\‘.!4r). ( 1.8 1 
Let M be the mass of the initial data 
When ug E L’(R,‘) it is easy to see that 
t’“,*“’ --I r’ IIU(t)-UM(t)llr~O as t + + 3t8 (1.10) 
for every rE [l, XI], where ~,,(t,.y)=MG(t,s). 
On the other hand, if u0 E L’(RN; I + 1x1) (i.e., jR,, \u,(.u)l 
( 1 + 1x1) dx < ITS ) we have a faster decay rate 
Vr> 1, 3C,>O: t’.V’2”‘m”r’+“2 IIu(f)-~,~(t)ll,<C,. vr>o. (1.11) 
The estimate (1.10) answers the question in the linear case. Indeed, 
(1.10) means that the difference between t'" "" ' r'u(t) and 
Mr’” *“I -’ “G(t) decays to zero in L’(R”) as t goes to infinity. Therefore, 
we can assert that the general solution of (1.6), for t large, behaves like the 
heat kernel. On the other hand, (1.11) ensures a decay of order t -‘.’ when 
u~EL’(R.“; 1 + [xl). 
The second case where the large time behavior of solutions of convec- 
tion-diffusion equations is well known is the viscous Burgers equation in 
one space dimension, i.e., (1.1) with N = 1 and q = 2. In this case, by using 
the Hopf-Cole transformation, the convection-diffusion equation may be 
transformed into the linear heat equation and one obtains (1.10) (resp. 
(1.11 )) if 1)“~ L’(R”) (resp. if Z+,E L’(R”; 1 + 1.~1 )) with 
(1.12) 
where C,$,E R is a constant so that 
s u,,,( t, s) ds = M, Vf >o. (1.13) R 
This result has been extended to systems of viscous conservation laws in 
one space variable by T. P. Liu [21 J and I. L. Chern and T. P. Liu [6]. 
The stability of viscous scalar shock fronts has also been studied (cf. A. M. 
Il’in and 0. A. Oleinik [ 151 for the one-dimensional case and J. Goodman 
[ 131 for the case of several space dimensions). Let us also mention the 
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work by T. P. Liu and M. Pierre [22] on the large time behavior of solu- 
tions for hyperbolic conservation laws in one space dimension. 
In both cases, we may assert that the large time behavior of solutions of 
(1.1) is given by the uniparametric family of particular solutions { u,~). 
These solutions are of self-similar form, i.e., 
u,(t, x) = tP2f,w -5 
( > J; 
with a profile fM = f,,,(x) such that 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
It is easy to check that every function of the form (1.14) satisfies: 
(i) Takes MC?, where 6 denotes the Dirac mass at the origin, as 
initial value, i.e., 
u( t, x) -+ A48 as t+O+ (1.16) 
in the sense of measures, namely, 
lim ’ J u(t, x) Ii/(x) dx = NO) I-o+ R,b 
(1.17) 
for every continuous and bounded function II/: RN + R. 
(ii) It is invariant under the resealing transformation 
Uj-( t, X) = riNU(A"t, A-U), (1.18) 
i.e., 
MA = u. Vl>O. (1.19) 
In fact, u is of the form (1.14) with f(x)=u(l, s) if and only if (1.18) 
holds. 
In the two particular cases above, Eq. (1.1) is also invariant under trans- 
formation (1.18). Therefore, the large time behavior of the general solution 
is described in terms of self-similar solutions of the problem that are also 
source solutions since they verify ( 1.17). 
The third case where the large time behavior for (1.1) is well known, is 
when q is large enough. When q is large, since Ilu(t Lz,RN, + 0 as t + +cc 
(with a decay rate that does not depend on q), one should expect a weakly 
nonlinear behaoior, i.e., solutions of (1.1) should behave as the solutions of 
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the linear heat equation. This indeed happens when N = I and q > 2 (cf. 
[6,21]) and when N> 1 and qk2 (cf. [20]). 
Therefore, once again, the large time behavior is given by self-similar 
functions but now they are not solutions of the full Eq. ( 1.1). 
This type of result is also well known for Navier-Stokes equations (cf. 
[ 16, 251) and for two-dimensional vorticity equations (cf. [It]). 
In order to understand when being of self-similar form is compatible 
with being a solution of (1.1) let us observe that, if u solves (1.1) then 14; 
solves 
u~~,~-Au;,=~L~~“-~~+~u~V(~,;~)~~’,~) in (0, ‘~3) x R”. (1.20) 
Observe that when 
q=l+l- 
N 
(1.21 )
(or a = 0) Eq. ( 1.1) is invariant under the scaling transformation ( 1.18). 
Note that when N= 1, then q = 2 and we obtain the one-dimensional 
viscous Burgers equation. 
For q # 1 + l/N, Eq. (1.1) is not invariant under the scaling transforma- 
tion and we must distinguish the cases q > 1 + l/N and 1 < q -c 1 + l/N. We 
shall answer the question for q > 1+ l/N. The problem remains open for 
l<q<l+l/N. 
In the examples above, since the functions u.~ describing the large 
time behavior are of self-similar form, ( 1.10) and ( 1.11) are respectively 
equivalent to 
and 
u,(l) ‘f.w in Lr(RN) as t -+ xc (1.22) 
l’;2 llu,(l, x)-f‘&)II,~ c,. VA2 1. (1.23) 
Therefore, the large time behavior of u may be understood in terms of 
the behavior of u1 as A+ x8. 
When q > 1 + l/N, the power N( I- q) - 1 of E. on the right hand side of 
(1.20) is negative. Therefore, formally (this will be made precise below), the 
convection term should vanish as J. + +a. 
As a consequence of these remarks we should expect the two following 
results: 
(a) If q = 1 + l/N, Na 1, the large time behavior of the general solu- 
tion of (1.1) with initial data in L’(RN) should be given by a uniparametric 
family of self-similar solutions of the full equation. (This would extend to 
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dimensions N> 1 the well known results on viscous Burgers equation 
mentioned above.) 
(b) If q > 1 + l/N, N 2 1, the large time behavior of solutions should 
be given by the heat kernel. 
The main aim of this paper is to state more precisely and to prove these 
two results that were announced in [9]. 
In order to state the main result for the case q = 1 + l/N we must recall 
the results by J. Aguirre, M. Escobedo, and E. Zuazua [2, 3, 41 on the 
existence and uniqueness of self-similar solutions for (1.1): “If q = 1 + l/N, 
for every ME R there exists a unique self-similar solution of (1.1) with a 
smooth profile fM = fdJ( y) verifying 
such that JR~ f,d Y) dy = M .fL is of constant sign and decays exponentially 
to zero as lyJ + co.” 
Concerning the large time behavior we have the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Assume q= 1 + l/N, N>l. Let be uO=u,,(.~)~L1(RN) with 
M=j u,,(x) dx. 
RN 
(1.24) 
Then the solution u = u(t, x) of (l.l)-(1.2) satisfies 
t(“*)‘l- 1/r) IIu(t) - t -N’yM(x/fi)II, + 0 as t++cc (1.25) 
foreuery Idrdc0. 
Moreover, ifu,,~ L*(R”‘; exp()xl*/4))n L”(RN) and M=O then 
tw/2N1-lI!rJ+l/2--E Ilu(t)l c,,, Vt2 1 (1.26) 
for every rE [l, co] and c>O. 
The first statement (1.25) asserts that the general solution u = u(t, x) of 
(1.1) behaves like the corresponding self-similar one as t + +co. We only 
obtain the almost sharp decay rate (1.26) when the mass A4 = 0. Note that, 
when N= 1, (1.11) holds for every MER. 
Writing Eq. (1.1) in its similarity variables, the profile of a self-similar 
solution becomes a stationary solution of the new equation. On the other 
hand, (1.25) is equivalent to asserting that the transformed trajectories 
converge to the equilibrium fM as t + co. Therefore, when proving (1.25), 
we shall work in the similarity variables and apply La Salle’s Invariance 
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Principle. The precompactness of trajectories will be proved by working 
on some weighted Sobolev spaces that are naturally related to the equation 
in the similarity variables and that were introduced by M. Escobedo and 
0. Kavian in [7, S] (cf. also [l, 193). 
Concerning the large time behavior of solutions for q > 1 + l/N we have 
the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Assume q > 1 + l/N and u0 E f.‘(R,“) and let he 
Then, the unique solution u = u( t, x) of ( 1.1 )-( 1.2) uerijies 
t(N’2”‘-‘~r) IIu(t)-MG(t)ll,-,O as t--i +‘zc (1.27) 
fir every r E [ 1, ixj 1. 
Moreover. ifu,,~L,‘(R~; 1 + Ixl)nLY(R”) then 
VrE Cl, xx], 3C,>O: tz(r.q) liu(t)-MG(t)ll,<C, (1.28) 
(N/2)(1-l/r)++ when q > 1 + 2/N 
(N/2)(1-l/r)+;-& when q = 1 + 2,lN.for ever)’ E > 0 
i- (NP)(q- l/r) when 1 + l/N < q < 1 + 2/N. 
(1.29) 
We prove Theorem 2 directly applying standard estimates for the heat 
kernel and decay estimates (1.4) in the integral equation associated with 
(l.l)-(1.2). 
Observe that a(r, q) > (N/2)( 1 - l/r) for every r E [ 1, cc] and q > 
1 + l/N. Therefore Theorem 2 makes more precise the large time behavior 
of u than the first estimate (1.4) does. Therefore, roughly, Theorem 2 
asserts that as t -+ co, solutions of (1.1~( 1.2) behave like the heat kernel. 
Note that when q > 1 + 2/N we obtain (1.10) namely, the same behavior 
as for the linear heat equation. When 1 + l/N < q < 1 +2/N we obtain a 
lower decay rate a(r, q) < (N/2)(1 - r) + i and we do not know whether it 
is sharp. 
The assumption u0 E LY(R”) is probably unnecessary but we need it for 
technical reasons. 
The nature of the behavior of solutions when 1 < q < 1 + l/N seems to be 
completely different and none of the parabolic techniques we shall develop 
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here seem to apply. The large time behavior of solutions for this range of 
q remains open. 
Let us also mention that combining the methods of [8, 12, 191 with the 
techniques of this paper we may also study the large time behavior of 
solutions of convection-diffusion equations with absorption terms like 
u,-Au+ IuIp-’ u=a.V(lul~-‘u) in (0, UZ)XR’~ 
with p > 1 but this will be done in a future paper. 
Let us also mention the works by S. Kamin and L. Peletier [ 17, 183, 
where the large time behavior of degenerate parabolic equations with 
absorption is studied. As far as we know, the large time behavior of 
degenerate parabolic equations with convection terms is unknown. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, for the sake 
of completeness, we give an existence and uniqueness result for the Cauchy 
problem (l.l)-(1.2) as well as the proof of estimates (1.4) and some other 
estimates for Vu. In Section 3 we recall some facts about Eq. (1.1) written 
in its similarity variables and about the weighted Sobolev spaces where it 
is well posed. We also prove some a priori estimates, that will ensure, in 
particular, the precompactness of trajectories. In Section 4 we give the 
proof of Theorem 1 and in Section 5 we prove Theorem 2. Finally, in 
Section 6 we extend Theorems 1 and 2 to convection-diffusion equations 
with more general nonlinearities of the form 
u,-Au=a.V(g(u)) 
and we also consider initial data that tend to a constant state as (~1 + co. 
2. THE CAUCHY PROBLEM: EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, 
AND DECAY ESTIMATES 
In this section we give a global existence result and some decay estimates 
for solutions of (l.l)-( 1.2) with initial data in L1(RN). Let us mention that 
similar decay rates were proved by M. Schonbek [27] by different techni- 
ques and for more smooth initial data. 
PROPOSITION 1. For any a E RN, q > 1 and initial data u0 E L’(RN) there 
exists a unique classical solution u E C( [0, m)); L’(RN)) of (l.l)-( 1.2) such 
that 
u~C((0, ocj); H”qp(RN)), C’((0, co); LP(RN)) 
for eoery p E ( I, cc ). 
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This solution satisfies the following decal? estimates 
(ii For every p E [ 1, ryj ) there exists some constant C, = C( p, )( uOI/ ,I 
such that 
j 
Ilu(~)l(,~C,t~‘“‘~“‘~‘p’. vt>o 
d4t)ll I G IlkIll I? vt>o. 
(ii) Zfu,,~ L1(RN) n LP(R”) with pi (1. x ), then 
IIU(t)llp<(Cpf+ ~(uo\lpw’(P-II) -(V?H -1 PI, 
for SOme C,=C(p, Ilhll,). 
[~u,EL’(R”)~L”(R”) then 
Ilu(t x G II~OII x 9 Vt>O. 
(2.1) 
it>0 (2.2) 
(2.3) 
(iii) If q 2 1 + l/N, U,,E L’(R”) and t,>O there exist some constants 
C, =C(~~140~/,, t,)>O and C;=C(p, IIu,,\l,, to) such that 
Ilu(t x <c,, t-.k:‘, vt z I, (2.4) 
and 
IIVu(r)llp~Cbr-(“,‘)‘l-l~P’~’ 2, Vt>t, (2.5) 
for euery p E [ 1, “cl]. 
Remark 1. The way in which the different constants in the estimates 
(2.1 t(2.5) depend on the various parameters will be made explicit on the 
proof. 
Remark 2. If q = 1 + l/N and u,, E L’(RN) estimate (2.4) holds for every 
t > 0, i.e., there exists some constant C, = C, ( IIu,,ll ,) such that 
IlU(t r <c, t-“.‘. Vt > 0. (2.4b) 
Proof: We proceed in several steps. First we consider the case 
U,,E L’(RN) n L”(RN) and prove the estimates above. Then we consider 
the general case u0 E L’(RN). 
Step 1. Suppose u0 E L1(RN) n L”(RN) and let us consider the integral 
equation 
u(t)=G(t)tu,+J’a.VG(t-s)r(lu14-‘u(s))ds, (2.6) 
0 
where G = G( t, X) is the heat kernel and * denotes the convolution in the 
space variables. 
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Let us introduce the operator 
[q5(u)](t)=G(r)*u,+ ‘a.VG(~-s)*(luiY~‘zf(s))ds. 
s 0 
Applying Banach fixed point Theorem to 4 in the following closed subset 
of C( [O, 7’1; L’(R”‘) n L”(RN)) 
B= {u~c(Co, U;L’(RN)nL”(RN)): sup (llu(t)lI,+llu(t)lJ,)~R} 
o<r<7 
with R > 0 large enough and T > 0 small enough we deduce that 4 has a 
unique fixed point in B. Therefore, the integral equation (2.6) has a unique 
local (in time) solution u = u(t, x) in B. 
This is by now a rather standard procedure and for brevity we shall skip 
the details. 
The solution u = u(t, x) of (2.6) solves ( 1.1) for t E (0, T). Classical 
regularity results allow us to prove that 
u~C((0, T); W2~p(R”‘))nC’((0, T);Lp(RN)) (2.7) 
for every p E ( 1, 00). 
This solution may be extended to a maximal time interval [O, T,,,) and 
it will be global in time (i.e., T,,, = co) if the following estimate holds 
SUP (Il4r)ll, + Ilu(r)ll 03. (2.8) 
r E co. ~mar ) 
Since Vu(t) E Lp(RN) for every p E [ 1, co] and t E (0, T,,,), a simple 
density argument shows that 
s a~V(lu1~-‘U(t,X))(P(U(t,X))d~~=O, V  E(0, Tm,, 1 (2.9) RN 
for every continuous function rp E C(R). By an approximation argument 
(2.9) may be extended to cp(s) = sgn(s), q(s) = s+ and q(s) = sP. 
On the other hand, since u(t) E W’T~(R~) for t > 0, we have 
jRN du(t, x) cp(u(t, x)) d,u = -jRN cp’(z.44 x)) IVu(t, -x)1” dx, vt>o 
(2.10) 
for every cp E C l(R). In particular, if cp is nondecreasing 
I du(t, x) cp(u(t, x)) dx<O. R” (2.11) 
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By density, inequality (2.11) may be extended to p(s) = sign(s) and 
cp(s)=s’. 
Multiplying Eq. (1.1) by sgn(u( t, x)) and integrating in all of R.’ it 
follows 
and therefore 
b(t)ll L G Il~oll I7 V’t E (0, T,,, 1. (2.13) 
Now let m = )juO(( =. Multiplying Eq. (1.1) by sgn( u - m) + and 
sgn(u + m)- we obtain 
-$jR.v(u-m)+ (t,x)dxQO and (u+m)- (t,x)d.u<O 
and therefore 
II4r)ll 3c 6 m = ll~oll x9 Vt E (0, T,,,,, ). (2.14) 
Therefore, estimate (2.8) holds and the solution u = u(t, x) of (1.1 )-( 1.2) 
is global in time, i.e., T,,, = ‘DS and 
UEC([O, co);L’(RN)nL’(RN)). (2.15) 
As it was mentioned above, by classical regularity arguments we deduce 
that 
u~C((0, m); W2~p(R”‘)nC’((0, m);LP(R”)) (2.16) 
for every p E ( 1, 0~). 
On the other hand (2.13)-(2.14) provide the estimates (2.lb) and (2.3) 
claimed in the proposition. 
Step 2. Let us now prove the decay rates for the Lp(RN)-norm. 
We need the following “interpolation inequality.” 
LEMMA 1. For every p E [2, CG ) there exists some constant C = 
C( p, N) > 0 such that 
(l”ll’,N(P~I)+21P;N(P~LI~C(IUII:piN(p--L) I\v(IvlP!‘)(I; 
for every UE W2,p(RN)n L’(RN). 
(2.17) 
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Proof of Lemma 1. We distinguish the cases N= 1, N = 2, and NB 3. 
When N = 1 we have 
Ml’, G2 Il4/* 1/~~,112~ 
Applying (2.18) with v= IuJ~‘~, it follows that 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
On the other hand 
II4 y!cP-u< jlulj~ l#PHP-u. (2.20) 
Combining (2.19) and (2.20), inequality (2.17) follows. 
When N=2 the following inequality holds (cf. [S, p. 1651). 
ll4l::a ll~ll:~:~:; Ilw:. 
Applying (2.21) with a= IuJpi2 it follows that 
lIUIIP’<t l141p’r~” IIv(l~lp’2)I12 PI ’ P(r 1) 2 
and, in particular, for I = 1 + l/p we have 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
On the other hand 
llulp- “< Ilull;;: Ilull ;yp--lt (2.24) 
Combining (2.23) and (2.24), inequality (2.17) follows. 
When N > 3, by Sobolev’s inequality we have 
Il4l:N,.(N-2,cv llw:. 
Applying this inequality with v = JuI p:2 we obtain that 
II4pPN,(N-2~ 1 < c, IIv(14p’2)lI :. (2.25) 
On the other hand, we have the following interpolation inequality 
Ilull p =s Ilull y-~yy+N(P-u) (p4(y(2+N~P--lH~ (2.26) 
Combining (2.25) and (2.26), inequality (2.17) follows. The proof of 
Lemma 1 is now completed. 
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We multiply Eq. (1.1) by /u\ p-~2 14 with p 2 2. Integrating in RN and 
using (2.9), (2.10) we obtain that 
Applying (2.13) and (2.17 j it follows that 
and integrating this differential inequality we obtain that 
,,u(t),,pd(cpt+ I~uO,,p~P:.~‘lP~~l)I~~~~~lI’~~ P’, Vi20 (2.27) 
Zp.N(p- II with C, = C/IIu,lj I 
This is the estimate (2.2) in the statement of the proposition for ~22. 
When p E (1, 2), (2.2) follows by linear interpolation from (2.lb) and (2.27) 
with p = 2. 
Let us now consider two distinct solutions U, ~1 E C( [0, xa]; L’(R.‘) n 
L”(R”)) in the class (2.16) associated to initial data u,,, L’~EL”(R.‘)A 
L’(R”). We multiply the equation verified by 24 - L! by sgn( u - tl) and 
integrate on all of RaV. We obtain 
f JR.\ (u(t, -u) - o(t, x)1 d.u d 0, Q't > 0 (2.28) 
and therefore we deduce the following L’(R!‘)-contraction property 
liu~f~--~(t~il~~llu~--~~l/,. Vt>O. (2.29) 
Step 3. Let us now consider a general initial state LI~EL’(R~~). We 
approximate u0 by a sequence (u”,~) c L”(R”‘j n L’(R.“) such that 
Uo,n -+ *cl in L’(R.‘l. (2.30) 
Let u,= u,(t, X) be the solution of (1.1) with initial value Us,,,. 
Combining (2.29) and (2.30) we deduce that [u,,) is a Cauchy 
sequence in C( [0, co ); L’(.R”)). 
Let U= u(t, .Y)E C([O, 0~1); L’(R”‘)) be the limit of (u,,\ in C([O, x8 ); 
L’(RN)). Clearly, ~(0, X) = uo(x.). 
On the other hand, from (2.27) we deduce that 
(2.31 )
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with C,,, = C/J(U~,~JJ~~(P-‘) and therefore, in particular, for any I > 0, 
{u,Jt)> is bounded in Lp(RN) for every PE [ 1, CY). 
Since {u,Jt)} converges in L’(RN) to u(t), we deduce that u,Jt) + u(t) in 
Lp(RN) for every PE Cl, co) and t>O. 
This allows us to pass to the limit in Eq. (1.1) satisfied by u,, and to 
deduce that the limit u = u(r, X) also satisfies (1.1). On the other hand, 
passing to the limit in (2.31) we obtain (2.la). 
Standard regularity arguments allow us to prove that u is a classical 
solution verifying 
UE C((0, a); W2’p(RN))n C’((0, ok); Lp(R”)) 
for every p E (1, co). The L’(R”‘)-contraction property (2.29) also extends 
to this solutions. The uniqueness of solutions is a consequence of (2.29). 
Step 4. Let us now prove the estimate (2.4) when q 2 1+ l/N. 
By construction of u we have 
u(2r)=u(r+r)=G(r)*u(t)+j; a.VG(t-s)*(lu(Y-‘u(s+t))ds. 
Taking L”(RN)-norms and using (2.1) we obtain 
II@~)ll, =Z IlG(f)ll, Il4t)ll1+ I4 j, IlWt-s)ll, IIds+ N:@ 
<ct-Ni2 IJUJI, 
<CJlu,(l, t-Ni2+C~u~ f’+(N’*)q, Vf > 0 
if r > 1 (r’ = r/(r - 1)) is such that (N/2)( 1 - l/r) + f < 1 since 
IlG(t)ll,m <Ct-N’2, Vt > 0; (IVG( t)ll r < Cf’-- N’2)(1 - I!‘)- “2, vt>o. 
Therefore, 
(Ju(2r)l(,~C(t-N”+f(‘-Nq)‘2), Vt > 0. (2.32) 
Clearly, (2.32) implies (2.4) (resp. (2.4b)) if q > 1 + l/N (resp. 
q=l+l/N). 
Step 5. Finally, let us prove estimate (2.5) when q 2 (N+ 1)/N. 
For this, define u1 = u,(t, x) as in (1.18). As it was said in the Introduc- 
tion, u1 satisfies (1.20) and therefore for T > 0 fixed, 
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uJt + T) = G(t) * U;.(T) (2.33) 
+;i”“-qb+’ 5 
‘~.VG(~-~)*(IU~.~‘~‘U~.(S+T))~~ 
0 
Vuj(t+r)=VG(t) * U;(5) (2.34) 
+jbN”-y’tl 
s 
‘a.VG(f-s)*V(lu;.l”~ ‘u,(s+T))& 
0 
for every t 2 0 and A > 0. 
Taking LP(RN)-norms in (2.34) we obtain 
IIVu,(r+ T)IJp< c Ijq)IJ, t’ -N.2”‘-- “P’b I.1 
+Clu( yj;(‘-“)-‘~2 llVu,(s+r)ll,ds (2.35) 
for every t > 0 and 12 1. To obtain (2.35) we have used the fact that 
IIuj.(T)II I = lI~(~~~)ll I d IIuoII I 
and 
which is an easy consequence of (2.4). 
Applying Gronwall’s Lemma in (2.35) with p = I we deduce for t = T, 
llv~~.m)lll Qc,, VA> 1 
which is easily seen to be equivalent to (2.5) with p = 1. 
Now, taking LP(RN)-norms in (2.34) we obtain 
IIVU,(f+T)ll,~C~lU,ll, t’-“““‘--“p’-‘z (2.36) 
+Clalqj; (t-s)-'"'2"' Ip' "211~u,(s+~)ll, ds. 
Combining (2.5) with p = 1 and (2.36) we deduce that 
11Vu~(2T)llp d c,. t/3.>, 1 
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for every PE [ 1, N(N- l)), which is equivalent to (2.5). Iterating this 
argument (2.5) can be proved for every PE [I, CC]. 
The proof of Proposition 1 is now completed. 
3. THE CONVECTION-DIFFUSION EQUATION 
IN THE SIMILARITY VARIABLES 
Supposethatq=(N+1)/N.Letu,EL’(RN)nL;c(RN)and.=.(t,x)be 
the solution of (l.l)-( 1.2) we obtained in Section 2. Let us define the 
function 
4.5 y)=e s‘y4(e5 - 1, py), Vs>O, VJJER! 
By a simple calculation one sees that u satisfies 
(3.1) 
v,-Av-~1’.Vv=(N/2)a+a~V(lol”~tl) in (0, oo) x R” 
u(0) = UC). 
(3.2) 
Since u E C((0, co); W2,p(RN)) n C’((0, co); Lp(RN)) for every 
p E (1, ccj), it is easy to see that v belongs to the same class. 
On the other hand, from (2.2), (2.4b), and (2.5) it follows, for every 
so > 0, 
i 
II4s)ll l,,~~c(P~~O)~ vsas,, VpE [l, co] 
Ilu(s 2 G cx ) vs z 0. 
(3.3) 
(In (3.3) by /I. II l. p we denote the norm in W’.p(RN).) 
Let us now define the following weighted Lp and Sobolev spaces, 
where K(x) = exp( /-y1’/4). 
(a) For p = 2, L’(K) is a Hilbert space and the norm I( .jl L~CKj is
induced by the inner product 
(b) For k = 1, 2, . . . . 
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By interpolation we may define H”(K) for every s > 0. An important result 
for all the following is that the embedding from H”(K) into L’(K) is com- 
pact for every s>O. Using this compactness one can prove the following 
inequality (cf. [7] ) 
v'E>o. 3C,>0:IIf/1,+,,fE Ilf(lH+KI+Cz Ilflll.2. ‘dfE HI(K). (3.4) 
It is clear that the operator 
Lf = -Af-i J,.Vf= -idiv(KVf) 
is self-adjoint on L’(K). Now, if we consider L as an unbounded self- 
adjoint operator defined on L’(K) then, D(L) = H’(K) (cf. [ 191). 
By the compactness of the embedding H’(K) + L’(K) the inverse of L, 
L ~ ‘, is bounded and compact from L’(K) into itself. The sequence of 
eigenvalues of L is 
* =N+k-1 
k 2 ’ 
k = 1, 2, 3. . . . . (3.5) 
The first eigenvalue, N/2, is simple and the corresponding eigenspace is 
spanned by K-‘(x). We shall call 
q,(s)=cexp - !$ 
( > 
with c>O such that JR” cpl(x) dx= 1. 
The operator L is an isomorphism from H’(K) into its dual (H’(K))* 
and Wll L2(K) defines a norm in H l(K), equivalent to that given above. 
Let us call S, the analytic semigroup generated by L - (N/2)1 on L*(Kj. 
This semigroup is given in the following way (cf. [ 191) 
Vg E L2( K), Vs > 0, Vy E RN; (S,(s) g)(y) = eSN”(G(es - 1) * g)(e”“>l). 
Observe that, formally, the operator S, acts in the same way in L’(RN) 
as in L’(K). Now, since u satisfies Eq. (2.6) then u satisfies 
u(s)=S*(s)uo+ ~S*(s-cr)a.V((cl~.“u(~))~~. 
s 
(3.6 
0 
Let us now prove the following: 
~OPOSITION 2. Let be q = (N + 1 )/N, a E RN and u. E L2( K) n L % ( RN). 
Then if u is the solution of (l.l)-( 1.2) and u is given bv (3.1) we haoe 
tleC([O, +zx);L’(Kj)nC((O, cc);H2(K))nC’((0,x~);L2(K)). 
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Prooj As it was said above, u satisfies the integral equation (3.6). 
Taking H’(K)-norms in (3.6) we obtain 
since S,( .) is a semigroup generated by a self-adjoint operator and 
therefore 
and by interpolation 
II~*b)4 “Qc)G(1 +s-‘12) Il4lLqK)r vs > 0, vu E L’(K). 
Using (3.3) the last term in (3.7) may be estimated as follows 
i 
s II~*(~-~~~~~(l~l”N~(Q~~lI~~(~,~~ 
0 
<q(al ~(1+(s-a~-“2~llIUlI’.N(~~Vt’(~~ll~~~~)~~ I 0 
Gq lal I ’ (I+ (s--)-“‘I lIdcaY IIW~IIG&~ 0 
$c~Nql~l~~(1+(S--6)-‘12)ll~(~)ll~’,~,d~. 
0 
(3.8) 
Combining (3.7) and (3.8) and applying Gronwall’s Lemma we obtain 
Ilo(s H’(K) =s CA1 +s-‘.*) IIUOIIL+Kp vs E (0, T) (3.9) 
for every T > 0. 
The fact that v E C((0, co); H’(K)) follows in a standard way. 
We now estimate the L’(K)-norm of 1%’ = u, that satisfies, for every r > 0, 
w,-dM’-~by.V,v=(N/2)w+qa.V(~uJ’,’~~~~) in (5, co)x R” 
W(T) = IV, = h(T) + fJ’ .&J(T) + (N/2) U(T) 
+a*V(Iu(T)I”N u(T))E(H’(K))* 
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and therefore 
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w(s + T) = S*(s) U’, + q 1; S*(s - a)a .V( IL’) lbN w(c + 5)) dcI. 
Taking L2(K)-norms in this identity we deduce 
ll4s+ T)ll L?(K)G(l +s-I”) /l~~‘,Il(H~(K,,’ 
since 
II~*wll,q,,~u +.y-‘!2) lI4l,H’,K,,‘~ vs>O,VuE(H’(K))* 
and applying Gronwall’s Lemma we obtain 
IIdS + T)ll L?(K)GCT(l +s-q lI~I.rll,H+K,,*, t/SE (0, T) (3.10) 
for every T > 0. 
Therefore, u,(s) E L’(K) for every s >O. The continuity of the map 
s E (0, aj) -+ u,(s) E L’(K) follows in a standard way. 
We finally observe that 
and therefore u E C((0, co); H’(K)). 
On the other hand, u E C( [0, cc); L2(K)). Indeed, since USE L’(K), 
S,(s) u0 E C( [lo, cc ); L’(K)) and from (3.3) and (3.9) it is seen that the 
integral term on the right hand side of (3.6) belongs to C( [0, a); L’(K)). 
The proof of Proposition 2 is now completed. 
As it was said in the introduction, any self-similar solution u of ( 1.1) with 
q = 1 + l/N is of the form 
(3.11) 
where the profile f = f (1’) solves the elliptic problem 
-df-~~.vf-~f=~.v(l.(I':"f) in R”. (3.12) 
The structure of the set of solutions of (3.12) in H’(K) n L”(R”) was 
studied in [4]. The following result was proved. 
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THEOREM 3 [4]. Let be ME R, 0~ RN. Then there exists a unique 
solution fM E H’(K) n L”(RN) of (3.12) verifving 
s R” fd Y) 4= hf. 
Moreover, fM E C “(RN), JJy) decays exponentially to zero as [yj + m 
and fM is positive if M > 0. 
On the other hand by definition (3.1) of v it is easy to see that 
Ilu(s) -fMII, = es’N:‘2’(1 -‘jr’ (Iu(e’- 1) - uM(eS - l)llr 
I/v(s) - fnrll r = eS(N.i2J IIdes- I)-u,(e’- l)II,, 
where u,,, is the self-similar solution associated to the profile fM, i.e., 
u,(t, x) = tr":ZfM 5 
( > J; 
. 
Therefore, 
lim t(N’2)(1--I!r) IIu(t)--uM(t)ll,=O (3.13) 
I-ic 
if and only if 
lim IIv(s) -f,llr = 0. (3.14) 
s-m 
Let us observe also that fM solves (3.12) if and only if it is a stationary 
solution of (3.2). 
Therefore, proving (3.13) for u is equivalent to prove that its corre- 
sponding trajectory v converges to the equilibrium fM. In the proof of 
Theorem 1 we shall adopt this second approach and apply La Salle’s 
Invariance Principle. For this, we shall first prove the precompactness 
of the trajectory {u(s)},,~ in L’(K) and then we shall construct a suitable 
Lyapunov functional. 
4. THE SELF-SIMILAR LARGE TIME BEHAVIOR 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. 
We proceed in three steps. In the first one we prove (1.25) for initial data 
USE L’(K) n L”(RN). In the second one we extend it to U,,E L’(RN). In the 
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last one we prove the optimal decay rate (1.26) for u0 E L’(K) n L’(R.“) 
and M=O. 
Step 1. Let u0 E L’(K) n L=(R”‘). In the following proposition we 
establish the precompactness of the trajectory (u(s)},>~ in L2(K). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let q = (N+ 1)/N, ~,EL’(K)~L”(R,“), u=u(t,.u) be 
the solution of (l.l)-( 1.2) and u= t’(s, y) be the solution CI~ (3.2) giuen bj. 
(3.1). 
Then, tl(~)~L”([l, xl)); H’(K)) and therefore {IJ(s)},~,~ is relutivelj, 
compact in L’(K). 
Proof: We first observe that 
Let ‘pL = cK~’ be the first eigenfunction of L introduced in Section 3. 
Observe that 
Therefore, every function h E L*(K) may be written as k = mcp, + g with 
hi E t (the orthogonal of E, in L*(K)) and m = IR’ h(x) d.u. 
From (4.1) we deduce that 
u(s) = Mq * + ii(s), Qs20 (4.2) 
with C(s) E E f, Vs > 0. 
On the other hand, since L~I, = (N/2) cp,, the function v’ satisfies 
C=a.V(\u(g-1 0) in (0, cc) x RN. 
Decomposition (4.2) shows that it suffices to establish the boundedness 
of C(s) in H’(K). For that, we shall use the fact that the second eigenvalue 
of L is (N + 1)/2 and therefore 
where (., .) denotes the duality pairing between (H l(K))* and H’(K). 
We multiply Eq. (4.3) by UK and integrate in all of RN. Using (4.4) we 
obtain 
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G I4 4 Ib(~)lly IIW)ll L2(K) IIU(S)IlL’(K,. 
Using (3.3) and applying (3.4) with E > 0 small enough we obtain 
g Ila(s)lI:~(K,+-& IIv’(s)ll L(K) 
< 4(;+ 1) ll4~)llX~,K, + c Ilull f.2 
Since 
IIWI S(K) 2y lIWIl;*(K), VwEH’(K)nE~ 
we obtain that 
; IIW)ll $(K, +; ll~(~)ll~?(K)~c vs 2 0. 
Integrating this inequality we obtain u E L”(0, co; L2(K)). In order to 
obtain the estimate in H’(K) we observe that ~1 satisfies, for 7 > 0 fixed, the 
following integral equation 
L’(S+7)=S*(S)~(7)+JbjS*(S-~)~.V(ICl~~~~u(~+7~~dQ. 
Taking H ‘(Q-norms we obtain 
IIds + 7)ll H’(K) G (1 +s-‘12) IIe7)IIL’(K) 
+[a( [~(1+(s-0)-‘~2) ~JV(~ul’~~u((7+7)))l~2~K)d~ 
0 
Qs-“* IlU(7)llL2(K) 
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Applying Gronwall’s Lemma, using the fact that VE Ll(O, ‘XX!; L’(K)), and 
then taking s = 1 we obtain that 
Therefore, tl~L~([l, x8); H’(K)). 
The compactness of the embedding H’(K) c L’(K) ensures that 
the trajectory {v(s) ), 3, is relatively compact in L’(K). The proof of 
Proposition 3 is now completed. 
Let us introduce the o-limit set of u0 in L’(K), 
O(Uo)=(gEL2(K): 3s,, -+ CC such that u(s,,) -+ g in L’(K))-. 
Assume for a moment that o(u,,) is contained in the set of stationary 
solutions of (3.2), i.e., in the set of solutions f~ H’(K) n L”(R”) of the 
elliptic problem (3.12). 
Then, necessarily, ~(z4~) = {fM} with M= jR,, zlO( ~1) dy and therefore 
4.7) + .L, in L2( K) as s + ,z. (4.5) 
Indeed, since 
s L~S, y) dy = M, v’s > 0 R,\ 
and the embedding L’(K) c L’(RN) is continuous, for every g E o( u,) we 
have 
i‘ s(y) 4, = ~4 (4.6) RP 
and we know from Theorem 3 that there exists a unique solution of (3.12) 
verifying (4.6), namely g = f,W. 
From (4.5) and the fact that {u(s)},~~, is uniformly bounded in 
W’.p(RN) for every PE [l, 301 we deduce that 
4 3 1 + .f,,, in L’(R”) 
for every TE [ 1, co] and this is equivalent to (1.25) as we pointed out in 
the end of Section 3. 
Let us now prove that o(u,,) is indeed contained in the set of solutions 
of (3.12). For this we use La Salle’s Invariance Principle, defining first of all 
a suitable Lyapunov functional. 
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Suppose that M Z 0 (when M < 0 it suffices to replace z? by - t’). For any 
s> 0, let be 
Q(s)= {JEER”‘: u(s, y)>f&v)). 
By the regularity of u(s) and f*, (both are continuous in R” for s>O), 
the set Q(s) is open. 
One can also suppose that Q(s) # @ for every s > 0. Indeed, if Q(s,) = 0 
for some s0 > 0, since 
(4.7) 
we deduce that u(q,) = fnr and therefore D(S) = f,,,, for every s 3 sO. 
Define then 
G(s) = j (4% Y) -f,dY)) 4. (4.8) 
Q(s) 
As was proved in [4], the mapping M-, fM is continuous from 08 to 
L’(K), therefore 0 depends continuously on u. 
We want to prove that @ is a strictly decreasing function on R +. For 
this, observe first that IV(S) = u(s) - f,w verifies 
+v+a.V(lu,'~ u-lf,J-'fn-I) in (0, ccj)xRN. (4.9) 
Since ~v+(s)EH’(K) and n.V(lu14-’ u(s)- 1 fMlY-‘fM)EL2(K) for 
every s > 0 we have 
dub, Y)-f~o')) 4,. (4.10) 
Note that the right hand side of (4.10) is well defined since u(s), 
fME H’(K). and therefore A(u(s) - f,,,) E L’(RN). 
If the boundary of Q(s) was smooth the nonincreasing character of @ 
would be proved by a simple integration by parts in (4.10), i.e., 
f,,,, A(u(s, y) -f,w(.v)) & = s,,,, $ (oh v) -f&Y)) do(Y) Go. 
However, since in general Q(s) is not smooth, by using Sard’s Lemma we 
approximate Q(s) by smooth sets of the form 
Q,(s)= {PER? u(s, y)>fM+q,) 
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with E,,>O such that E, -+ 0. The formal argument above may be applied 
rigorously to Q,(s) and we deduce 
(4.11) 
Passing to the limit in (4.11) we conclude that @ is nonincreasing (see 
[4] for the details of this argument). 
In order to see that @ is strictly decreasing, let us suppose that there 
exist s2 > si > 0 such that @(s?) = @(s,). Then integrating (4.10) in [s,, sz] 
we obtain A(o(s, J’)-f.,~(,v))d~ds=o. (4.12) 
Now, let be h(s, y) = (D(s, J) -f&,(y)) &,(s, y), where Q = ((s, y) E 
is,, ~2) x RN: u(s, .v) xf,(~,> and where XQ denotes the characteristic 
function of Q. We want to show that h(s) 3 0 for every s E (s,, s2) (which 
would imply that 52 is empty, giving a contradiction) by means of a unique 
continuation principle. We shall use the same argument as in [4] and 
therefore we shall only sketch the proof. 
First. by using Sard’s Lemma and Green’s formula, from (4.12 ) we 
deduce that k(s) E H’(R”) for every s E (s,, s7) and 
Ah=d(~1-f,)X~. (4.13) 
Then, from (4.9) we obtain 
h,+Lh=;h+ vh+ ma.Vh in (si, sa) x R” (4.14) 
with t= Vc&, I@= WxQ, and 
I 
q l4-’ b, Y)-lf*A-’ 01) a.Vo(s, jv) if u(.s, Y)#SJs, J) 
V(s, y) = N-G 1-j -.L(Y) 
if 4s, Y) =f.d~) 
ws, Y) = 4 Ih4(.YN4 ‘. 
Clearly MEL” and on the other hand, since f,,, is strictly positive 
in RN, u>f,,,, in Q and the function I(/(s)=IsI~-‘E W&l‘(R-(O)), we 
deduce that 
(When M=O we define V=O and W=q ItlIyp’.) 
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On the other hand 
h=O in the open set ((s,, s2) x R”J$. (4.15) 
We claim that 
{hrdxRN)\~#O. (4.16) 
Indeed, if {(si, s2) x RN}\0 = 0, we would have V(S, JJ) >fM(y) for every 
(s, y) E (s,, s2) x RN and this would contradict (4.7). 
Applying the unique continuation result by L. Hormander [ 14, Th. 8.9.1, 
p. 2241 we deduce that h - 0 and this leads to a contradiction. Therefore, 
@ is strictly decreasing. 
We may therefore apply La Salle’s Invariance Principle and we conclude 
that o(u,,) contained in the set of solutions of (3.12). 
The proof of (1.25) for initial data u,, E L’(K) n LE(R”‘) is completed. 
Step 2. Let us now consider a general initial data u0 E L’ (RN). Let 
{u~,,~} c L’(K) n L”(RN) be a sequence such that 
Therefore, 
U0.n + uo in L’(RN). (4.17) 
Mn=J UOJX) dx + M= I R,,, u0t-r) dx. 
(4.18) 
RN 
If u,, = u,(t, x) is the unique solution of (1.1 t( 1.2) with initial data uO,n E
L’(K) n L”(RN), by Step 1 above we know that 
=o 
t-v. 
(4.19) 
for every YE [l, co] and HEN. 
On the other hand 
+ IIf&&) -fdx)ll * 
and by the L’(RN)-contraction property (2.29) we know that 
ll4t)--u,(f)ll1G ho-UO.nllI, Vt20. 
(4.20) 
(4.2 1) 
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From [S] we know that 
Combining (4.19)-(4.22) we deduce that 
lim l(u(t)- t ~“,tf,~,(.~;,!f)II, =O. 
r--t r 
(4.22 ) 
(4.23 ) 
This is the desired conclusion (1.25) for r = I. 
Let us observe that (4.23) is equivalent to 
uAl)+f,w in L’(Rh’) as i. -+ x (4.24) 
with u,=u,(t,x) as in (1.18). 
On the other hand, estimates (2.1 t-(2.5) ensure that { u;( 1) ), b , is 
uniformly bounded in W’.p(RN) for every PE [l, a]. 
By interpolation we deduce that 
u;(l 1 -.f,w in L’(R”)asJ.+‘x 
for every r E [ 1, x8 1, which is equivalent to ( 1.25 ). 
Step 3. Let us now prove (1.26) for USE L’(K) n L”(R.‘) with M= 0. 
Consider the solution t’ = v(s, JV) of (3.2) associated to 14 = u( t, x) as in (3.1). 
From Step 1 we know that 
Il~(~)ll x * 0 as s + ,X 
since f0 = 0. Consequently, for any E > 0 there exists some constant s, > 0 
such that 
IIu.V(I~~‘~*‘~~(~))~I,~,.,~~ IIVwil,~,,,, vs >, s,. (4.25) 
On the other hand. 
and therefore 
use:, vs > 0. 
Thus, applying (4.4) we deduce 
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Multiplying Eq. (3.2) by UK, integrating in RN, and using (4.25)-(4.26) we 
obtain 
since 
IIV4l t*(K) tlw~W(K)nE:. (4.27) 
Consequently, for every E > 0 there exists some s: > 0 such that 
+ (1 - E) IIa(s)ll~z(K) s 0, t/s>&. (4.28) 
Therefore, 
IIds)ll r2cKj < C,e-(’ --E)S’2, vs>o. (4.29) 
Multiplying in Eq. (3.2) by UK and following the arguments above we 
obtain 
Ilu(s HICK) < C,e-” -‘)“‘, VS>O. (4.30) 
We multiply Eq. (3.2) again by UK obtaining 
VS>O (4.31) 
with 
g(s)=J-~a-v(lul liN u(s, ,)) u(s, Y) K(Y) 4,. (4.32) 
Clearly 
Ids)l G c Il~(S)lIH~,K) ll~(4ll~KK(,,. (4.33) 
From (4.30) and the continuity of the embedding H1(K)+L2(N+1)‘N(K) 
(cf. [ 71) we deduce 
I&)l G C,e -((l-&)/,2)(2+ I,fN)s 1 Vs&O. (4.34) 
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From (4.34), choosing E Y=- 0 small enough we deduce that 
J 
x 
e’s(s) ds < 7~ 
0 
and then, integrating inequality (4.31) we obtain that 
Ilu(s L2cK, < Ce --I ‘, vs > 0. 
From (4.35) we deduce 
((u(s)(l,<Ce~“‘, vs > 0 
(4.35) 
for every r E [l, 21, which implies 
+:v.;2Nl ~ I,r1+ I.2 IIU([)((,< c,, vt>o (4.36) 
for every r-E [l, 21. 
In order to prove (1.26) for r > 2 we need the following technical emma. 
LEMMA 2. For eoery r E [ 1, 8~1 there exists some constant C’, > 0 such 
that 
IIG(t) * cp(I,<C, (I(P/I~,,~,v,~~,, t ‘ ‘.““-“r’~ “, vt>o (4.37) 
for every cp E L’(R”; 1 + )x1) with 
J cp( x) d.u = 0. (4.38) R ,A’ 
Proof. Using (4.38) we obtain 
(G(t) * cp)(x)=(4xt)-““2 1 ep’s--?.“‘4r(p(y) d> 
R,Y 
Therefore, 
IIG(t) * cpll, G Cot-.“’ II 1.~1 dx)ll, (4.40) 
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and 
with 
IIG(t) * CPII, Gc,t-N.‘2-1:2 II 1.1’1 (P(Y)II, (4.41) 
c, = (47cpNi2 J-@ lx/ ,-‘.r’2’4 dx, 
The estimates in the L’(RN)-norm for r E (1, co ) are obtained by linear 
interpolation from (4.40) and (4.41). The proof of Lemma 2 is now 
completed. 
Observe that USE L’(RN; 1 + Ix~) since ~,EL*(K). On the other hand, 
since uO~L”(RN), combining (2.3) and (2.4b) we deduce that for every 
E>O there exists some C, >O such that 
Ilu(t) <CEt-N”!2--‘, Vt > 0. (4.42) 
Taking L’(R”‘)-norms in the integral equation (2.6) verified by u and 
using Lemma 2 we obtain 
JI~(~)II,~c,~~(N:~)(~~I/~J-~,‘~ + Ial J; IlVG(t-s) * (lul’~NU(S))I(.ds. 
(4.43) 
We estimate the integral term as follows 
I ’ (IVG(t-s)*(I~((“~u(s))l(,ds r.‘* 
< I ’ IIWf-~)ll2r~r2+,, II ld’,‘N~(~)l12 ch 112 
Using (2.4b) and (4.36) with r=2 we deduce 
s ’ IlVG(t-s)*(l~l”~u(s))ll~ds r/2 
<‘c 
s 
,I2 (t~S)-~N!2~~I:2~lir)-1:2~~N~4-l ds 
: 
<et-N/4-I 
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If (N/2)(:- l/r)++< 1, that is, (N-2)r<2N, we deduce 
1 *’ IIVG(~-~)*(~UJ’“U(S))~~,~S~C~~“~~?” Ir’ I’. 
Vt > 0. 
12 
(4.44 )
On the other hand, using (4.36) with r = 1 and (4.42) we obtain 
,.I 2 
1 
(IVG(t-s) * (1~1’ a’ u(s))ll,ds 
0 
(4.45) 
Combining (4.43)-(4.45) we obtain (1.26) for r E [ 1, 2N/(N- 2)). Iterat- 
ing this argument we obtain (1.26) for every r E [I, a]. This concludes the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
5. WEAKLY NONLINEAR BEHAVIOR 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. First, we need the 
following technical lemma. 
LEMMA 3. For every r E [ 1, ,s], there exists some constant C, > 0 such 
that 
IIG(t) * cp-kfG(t)lj,<C, Il(~jl~,(~.~:,,~,, I-“+.“” -’ “--li2, vt>o (5.1 1 
for ecer?’ (PE Lr(R”: 1 + 1.~1) with M=jRx q(x) d,u. 
The proof of this lemma is analogous to that of Lemma 2. Therefore we 
omit its details. 
Let us consider first u. E L’(R”; 1 + 1x1) n LY(RN). From (2.6) we have 
u(t)-MG(t)=G(t)* u,-MG(t)+a kG(t-s)* (\u\“~’ u(s))ds. 
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Taking L’(RN)-norms and using Lemma 3 we obtain 
+laJ ~‘VG(l-,)*(~,lq-‘.(,))ds 
/I 
. (5.2) 
0 I 
We now estimate the last term on the right hand side of (5.2) as follows. 
We have 
VG(t-s) * ([tlly-’ U(S)) ds 
II r 
d s ’ IlVG(f -s)ll~ II l4”(s)lI,d~ f/2 
<c ,;2(t--s)-L.‘S J, 
-(Nd)(q- lirj ds < ~t~‘N:2”q~ I/r)+ I,‘2 
. . (5.3) 
On the other hand, using the fact that u. E Lq(RN) and (2.2) we obtain 
~G(~-~)*((u(~-‘u(s))~s 
II r 
< s 
r;2 
IlVG(f- s)ll, II 14’ (s)ll, ds 
0 
s 
r;2 
<C o (f--s)- (N,IZK--I!rJ-I;‘2 (Q+ ,~~,,~~2~‘N’4-ll))-~N:Z~~q-l1)~~ 
SC L 
0 
-(N/2)(1-I!r)-I,‘2 
s 
I,!‘2 
(C,s+ Il~oll, 2qiN(q - 1) 2 ) 
- (N/2)(4 - 1) & 
0 
(5.4) 
We now distinguish the cases 1 + l/N < q < 1+2/N, q = 1 + 2/N, and 
q > 1 + 2/N. 
(a) If q> 1+2/N, 
s = (C,s + Iboll, 2q:N(q~11)~(N:2)(q-lL)dS<iXj 0 
and therefore 
VG(res).+ lu14-1 u(s)ds ~Ct-‘N:2)(1~ljrl~1;2. 
II r 
(5.5) 
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On the other hand, (N/2)(q - l/r) - $> (N/2)( 1 - l/r) + i. Therefore, 
combining (5.2)-(5.3) and (5.5) we obtain (1.28) with 
a(r,q)=f 1-i+;. ( > 
(b) If q= 1+2/N, then 
and (N/2)(q - l/r) - i = (N/2)( 1 - l/r) + i. Therefore. combining this 
identity with (5.2) and (5.3) we obtain (1.28) for any 
!x(r,q)<f 1-A +$. 
( >- r 
(c) If 1 + ljN<q< 1 +2/N. 
and since (N/2)(q - l/r) - $ < (N/2)( 1 - l/r).+ 4 we obtain (1.28) with 
a(r,q)=; q-; -;. ( > (5.6) 
Finally, let us observe that the density argument we have used in Step 2 
of the proof of Theorem 1 allows us to conclude (1.27) for every 
u0 E L’(R”) from (1.28). 
6. FURTHER COMMENTS 
6.1. More General Nonlinearities 
Let us consider the more general convection-diffusion equation 
u,-du=a.V(g(u)) in (0, x)x R” 
u(0) = ug (6.1) 
with aczRN and gE W:;,“(R) such that g(O)=O. 
Assume u. E L’(RN) n L”(RN) and let us suppose the existence of the 
following limit 
lim g(s) - = a. 
IsI- (S1”N.Y 
(6.2 1 
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Under these conditions, Proposition 1 can be easily extended to system 
(6.1). In particular, (6.1) has a unique solution UE C( [0, ;c); L’(R”) n 
L”(RN)) that verifies the decay estimates (2.2) (2.4). Since we have not 
done any assumption on the behavior of g’(s) as (sI -+ 0, we cannot prove 
(2.5) by the method of Proposition 2. However, it can be proved that 
~~AU%>O is uniformly bounded in W’ -“.“(RN) for any E > 0 and 
PE CL 00). 
When a # 0 we should expect a self-similar behavior of solutions as it 
was the case (Theorem 1) when g(s) = 1.~1 ‘INs. When a = 0 we should 
expect a weakly nonlinear behavior as in the case where g(s) = J.Y(~-’ s with 
q> l+ l/N. 
We have the following results. 
THEOREM 4. Assume a # 0 and let us denote by { uM ) the fhmily of se,f- 
similar solutions of 
u,-Au=aa.V(lu(‘l’,‘u) in (0, 00) x R”. 
Let be u,EL1(RN)nL”(RN) such that M=j,,,,u,,(x)d-y. Then, the 
solution u = u( t, x) of (6.1) ueriJies ( 1.25) for eoery r E [ 1, cc 1. 
THEOREM 5. Assume a=0 and let be USE L’(RN)n L”(RN) such that 
M = JRN uo(x) d-x. 
Then, the solution u = u( t, x) of (6.1) uerijies ( 1.27) for every r E [ 1, a 1. 
Remark 3. We can also prove a faster dacay rate than (1.25) or (1.27), 
in the spirit of (1.26) or (1.28), depending on the rate of convergence to 
zero of the function (g(s) - a 1.~1 ‘INs)/lsj ‘.‘N s as (sJ -+ 0. 
Proof of Theorem 4. We just give an outline of the proof. 
Step 1. Let us consider first u,, E L’(K) n L”(RN) and define u = u(s, v) 
as in (3.1). In this case u satisfies 1 N ~S-A~--y.V~=-~+e~N+‘~“‘2a.V(g(e~””!2~)) 
2 2 
in (0, co) x RN 
u(0) = 240. (6.3) 
On the other hand, u = u(t, x) verifies (2.2) and (2.4) and, as we pointed 
out above, {~i(l)j,,, is uniformly bounded in W’ -“.“(RN). Therefore, for 
every s0 > 0 we have 
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On the other hand, the method of proof of Proposition 2, allows us to 
prove that t’ E C( [0, + ac, ); L’(K)). 
Let us see that in fact u E L”(0, ‘x8; L’(K)). We decompose 11 as in (4.2) 
and we observe that o’= $.s, ?I) satisfies 
in (0, #x8 ) x R,‘. 
(6.4) 
Multiplying in (6.4) by UK and using (4.4) we obtain 
6lale - (NC l)S’Z 
IJ 
V(g(e-sN 2~1(.~, y))) c(s, .1’) K(y) & 
R 
6 lal e c/v+ 1)S.Z 
s R,’ Igte 
5sv~2Ll(S, y))I 
x IWs, .v)I K(yJ+!f Ids, .I-)\ K(J) L+ 
c 1 
be s (lu(s, .v)l IWs, y)I K(y)+ It’(.s, .v)I’ 1.1’1 K(y))c$ (6.5) R%’ 
since I g(s)1 < C IsI ’ + I’.’ for (~1 < 1 and u~L’((0, #x)xR”). 
Combining (6.5) with (3.4) and the inequality (cf. [7, Lemma 1.51) 
i jR,v lLtd2 LA2 W dJ 6 jR, IVU(~)~~ K(p) d!, Vc~ff’(K) 
we obtain, as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
Integrating this inequality we obtain ~1 E L”( 1, ~1: L’(K)) and since 
IJE C([O, ,xi); L’(K)) we deduce v~L”(0, ‘;c; L’(K)). 
Let us now see that DE L”(1, x8; H ’ -“(K)) for every E > 0. Given T > 0. 
we introduce the integral equation verified by L’. 
u(s+T)= S*(s) V(T)+ s‘ S*(s-0) e(N+‘)‘o+r”2u 
0 
.V(g(ep’b*T’N’2u(. + 5))) da. (6.6) 
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Taking H’-“(K)-norms in (6.6) and using the fact that 
IIs*(s)ull,~-~(,,~ (1 +s-“-E’12) llVllL2(K’, vu E L’(K), vs > 0 
we obtain 
Ilv(~+~)ll”‘-.,K, 
< (1 +s-” +‘i2) I(U(Z)IIL2~K’ 
+ 1~1 ~S(t+(S--6)-(‘-Ei2’)e(N+“‘0+r”2 ((g(e~‘“+“N’2u(o+r))ll,~,,, dc 
(6.7) 
JO 
+C[‘(l+(s-o)“-‘.“) (IIvl’+“N(o+~)I(L2~K)da 
0 
<(l +S-(1-E’i2) IIV(r)II~2(~) 
+C{‘(l+(s-a)-“-““‘) I(v(a+r)j(.zc,,do. 
0 
Taking s = 1 in (6.7) we obtain 
IMl +~)IlHI-E(K’.- -cc lbll L~(r,X;L*(K”r Vt>O 
and therefore v~L”([l, co); H’-“(K)). 
The compactness of the imbedding H’-“(K) c L2(K) for E E (0, 1 
ensures that the trajectory (v(s)),,~ is relatively compact in L’(K). 
We now decompose v = v(s, y) as follows 
4% Y)=fdY)+w(s, Y), 
where w E C( [O, a); f.*(K)) solves 
1 N U’,--dw--y.V,*,=--M’+e(.~+“S’2a.V(g(e-N”:2(,*,+f~))) 
2 2 
-~a.v(I”fMILiNfM) in (0, ocl) x RN 
(6.9) 
w(0)=uo-f~=wOEE;. 
We introduce the o-limit set of the orbit { u~(s)},~~, 
w( wo) = (SE L2(K): 3” + cc such that \v(s,) -+ fin L2(K) ). 
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The problem reduces to proving that w(w~) = IO ). Indeed, this would 
imply 
w(s) -+ 0 in L’(K) as s + ,r; 
or equivalently 
in L’(K) as s -+ ‘x. (6.10) 
In order to prove that o(w~) = (0) we use the following result due to 
V. A. Galaktionov and J. L. Vazquez [IO] on the o-limit sets of perturbed 
dynamical systems. 
THEOREM 6 [lo]. Consider a dynamical system in a Banach space X 
given by the evolution equation 
w, = A(w) (6.11) 
and a perturbation 
w, = B( t, w). (6.12) 
Assume that the .following three conditions hold 
(a) The orbits {w(t)},,,, of (6.12) are relatively compact in X. 
Moreover, tf M’e let w’(t) = W( t + T), t, T > 0, the sets { ~9’) T, o are relativel!? 
compact in L&CO, ‘xxj; X). 
(b) Given a solution w E C( [IO, ‘W ); X) of (6.12) and if tj + mm is such 
that I” converges to a.function v(t) in L&(0, -XI; X), then v is a solution 
qf (6.11). 
(c ) The w-limit set of Eq. (6.11) in X, 
Q = { f E X: 3~ E C( [0, ‘x; ); X) solution of (6.11) and a sequence 
tj --+ 8% such that u( tj) + f in X> 
is compact in X and uniformly stable in the follocring sense: for every E > 0 
there exists 6 =8(E) > 0 such that if )I’ is a solution of (6.11) bilith 
d(lc(O), Q) < 6 (by d xve denote the distance in X) then 
Under these circumstances, the w-limit sets of the solutions 
w E C( CO, IX); X) of (6.12) are contained in Q. 
S8O;loo I-II 
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In our context, the Banach space X is X= L’(K) n E: endowed with the 
norm of L.‘(K). Equation (6.9) plays the role of (6.12) and (6.11) is the 
following one 
We have proved above the precompactness of the orbits of (6.3) in L’(K) 
which is equivalent to the precompactness of the orbits of (6.9) in L’(K). 
On the other hand, since { M(s)},~~ is relatively compact in L’(K) it is easy 
to see that {)t”(~)},,~ is relatively compact in L,zC(O, CG; L’(K)). Therefore, 
the hypothesis (a) of Theorem 6 is satisfied. Using (6.2) is easy to see that 
(b) holds. Finally, from Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 1 we know that the 
o-limit set of the system (6.13) reduces to the zero solution, i.e., R= (O}. 
In order to prove its stability we first observe that by multiplying in (6.13) 
by sgn(#l) and integrating by parts we obtain 
lIdOIl 1 d II~~~(O)ll It vtgo. (6.14) 
Then, multiplying in (6.13) by wK, using (6.4), and the interpolation 
inequality 
VE>O, 3c,>o: llfllLqK)GE IlfllH1,K)+CE Ilflll9 VfE H’(K) (6.15) 
(what is a consequence of the compactness (resp. the continuity) of the 
embedding H’(K) c L’(K) (resp. L2(K) c L’(RN))) with E small enough we 
obtain 
$ JlM’(S)l&,) +; Illt’(S)lI~2(K, < c II4~)ll: s c Il~‘(W~~K, (6.16) 
from where the stability property easily follows. 
The hypotheses of Theorem 6 being satisfied we may ensure that 
o( wO) = {0} and therefore (6.10) holds. In particular 
u(s) -.f,,,, in L1(RN) as s + co. (6.17) 
Since {U(S)} 3, is uniformly bounded in W’ -“*p(RN), by interpolation we 
deduce that 
u(s) -.f,,, in L’(RN) as s + cc (6.18) 
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for every r E [ 1, a]. This is equivalent to ( 1.25) and therefore, the proof is 
concluded for u0 E L’(K) n L”(R”). 
Step 2. The density argument of Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 1 
allows us to extend (1.25) to every initial data ZQ, EL’(R“) n L “(RN). The 
proof of Theorem 4 is now completed. 
Proqf of Theorem 5. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2 and 
therefore we shall only give an outline. 
Let us consider first initial data LAKE L’(R”; 1 + JsI ) n L’(R”). We have 
the following integral equation 
u(t)-MG(t)=G(r)*uo-MG(t)+ j~a.vG(~-s)*~(u(s))rlv. (6.19) 
Taking L’(R”)-norms in (6.19) and using Lemma 3 we obtain 
IIU(t)- MG(r)ll.GCr ib&.‘(R~‘:\rl) t I.‘r’~2111~~ I ,-,-I 2 
+ Ial IJi’v,,W *g(u(?l)ds~~ . (6.20) 
0 , 
We now estimate the integral term of (6.20) as follows. Since a = 0 we 
have 
g(s) = IsI l’% s&s) (6.21 
with S(s) + 0 as 1.~1 -+0. 
Combining (2.3) and (2.4) we deduce that II satisfies (2.4b). Using (2.la 
and (2.4b) we obtain 
! ^:: IIWt-~1 * g(4.y)) doll, 
d i ’ llW~-s)ll, IIl~l’+‘~y~~~6~~~ll~cIs 
“r’2 
=cp(t) t-‘N.2111 -1.r) 
vt>o (6.22) 
with 
(P(~)=~IIG(~)II.~,,,2,,,.R.~,~0 as t-*,x. 
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On the other hand 
VG(t-s) * g(u(s)) ds 
II I 
.r;2 
< J IlWt-s)Il. IIg(4s))ll, ds 0 
s 
t:2 
<C o (r--S)- ,‘- (N’)fl--I;r)--I!2 IIg(u(s))lJ, ds 
QC J 
0 
-(Ni2)(1 1:r- I;2 
s 
[/2 
2 IId4s))ll I dx 
(6.23) 
0 
Combining (6.20), (6.22), and (6.23) the problem reduces to proving that 
t -I:2 s ; llg(u(s))(l, ds + 0 as t-02. (6.24) 
Given E > 0 we fix T> 0 large enough such that 
and therefore, from (2.4) we deduce that for t > T 
On the other hand 
t --” s oT IId4s))ll, h-*0 as t+m. (6.26) 
Combining (6.25) and (6.26) we deduce (6.24) and this concludes the 
proof for u,EL’(R~; 1 + Ixl)nLlc’(RN). 
Finally, (1.27) can be extended to initial data uo~L’(RN)nL”(R”) by 
the usual density argument. 
6.2. Initial Data that Tend to a Constant State as [xl + cci 
In this section we show how the earlier results may be used to describe 
the large time behavior of solutions of (l.?) whose initial value tend to a 
constant state as 1x1 + co. 
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Let ug E LX (R,‘) such that the following limit exists 
lim u,(.u) = I 
I\.] - 7I 
and with u,(.Y)=u,(x)-IIE L’(R’), M=jR, u(,(.u) ds. 
Then, u = u( I, s) solves ( 1.1 )-( 1.2) if and only if 
tqt, x) = u(t, s) - I 
solves 
II,-Ac=a.V(g(tl)) in (0, ,x ) x R” 
o(0) = L’o 
(6.27) 
(6.28) 
(6.29) 
with 
g(s)=Js+II~~‘(s+I)-(/(~~‘l. (6.30) 
The method of proof of Proposition 1 allows us to prove that (6.29 ) has 
a unique classical solution LIE C( [0, ,x8); L’(R”)). Therefore, (1.1)~( 1.2) has 
a unique solution 
u( t, x) = o( t, x) + 1. (6.31 ) 
On the other hand, (6.31) shows that the large time behavior of u may be 
understood in terms of u. 
Let us observe that, since I # 0, then 
g(s)=q II(~mm’s+$(s) (6.32) 
with tj smooth at the origin and such that 
IWN d c Isl 2, VSE R: 1.~1 < 1. (6.33) 
When N = 1 the large time behavior of (6.29) is well known (cf. for 
instance [21 I). Let us consider the case N > 1. 
Since o solves (6.29), using (6.32) we deduce that the function 
w(t,x)=o(t,x-q (IIqm’ar) (6.34) 
verities 
M’,-A~M’=u.V(IC/(~~)) in (0, ,E ) x R” 
w(0) = uo. 
(6.35) 
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From (6.33) we deduce (since N> 1) that 
and therefore, from Theorem 5, 
(6.36) 
t N”-‘.‘r’12 IIM’(t,S)--G(t,.u)ll.-,O as t -+ cc’ (6.37) 
for every r E [ 1, CC]. But (6.37) is equivalent to 
tN(‘-‘!r’.‘2 ((u(t,x)-I-MG(t,x+q(IIY-‘at)I(,-,O as t+co. (6.38) 
Let us note that, in the obtention of (6.38), we have not used the fact that 
q> 1. 
We have proved the following result. 
THEOREM 7. Let be N> 1, q > 0, and u. E L”(R”) such that the limit 
(6.27) exists with I# 0 and q,(x) = uo(x) - 1~ L’(RN) with M= JR,,, uo(x) dx. 
Then the solution u= u(t, x) of (l.i)-(1.2) satisfies (6.38) for ever? 
rE [l, CG]. 
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